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Let I' x denote the Hilbert modular group associated with a totally 
l."eal algebraic number field K of degree n > I. Let Xx be the Hilbert 
modular variety Hn/I' x· The present paper is the continuation of a study 
[8], and our purpose is to extend the known range of K for which an as
sertion ( 1:r) holds where 

(1:r) any subvariety in Xx of codimension one is of general type. 

We show that ifn>3, then (1:r) holds only with finite exceptions. It was 
shown in our previous paper [8] that if the dimension n> 3 is fixed, then 
( ,::r) holds with finite exceptions. The main theorem of the present paper 
is as follows: 

Theorem. ( 1:r) holds if n > 26, or if n > I 4 and the ideal in the max
imal order of K generated by 2 is unramified at any prime of degree one. 

As stated in [8], ( 1:r) has the consequent on the property of Xx which 
we restate here for reader's convenience. 

(I) Let X1 denote the smooth locus of Xx, and let X x 1> be any 
smooth variety having X1 as an open subset. Then for any birational 
morphism cp of Xx to a smooth variety, cplxx gives rise to an open embedding. 

(II) The birational automorphism group of Xx (or equivalently, the 
automorphism group of the Hilbert modular function field over C) is equal to 
the automorphism group of Xx, which is canonically isomorphic to a semi
direct product H'i> ><I Aut (K/Q) where H'i>={x e Hx I x2 = l}, Hx denoting 
the ideal class group of Kin the narrow sense. 

As we see in § 2, in order to prove Theorem we need to show 
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1> - is missing in [8], Cor. 1, p. 660. 
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existence of a Hilbert modular form g for every irreducible divisor D of 
Xx such that (i) g =\= 0 on D and that (ii) the quotient by weight (g ), of the 
vanishing order of g at the cusps is at least n/2(n- I). By the dimension 
formula by Shimizu it follows that there exist modular forms f satisfying 
the condition (ii), or better one as well, except for a finite number of K. 
In [8], under a certain condition we have got a modular form g satisfying 
(i) as well as (ii) by differentiating an "irreducible" factor off vanishing 
on D, where non-existence of automorphy factors of very low weight plays 
an important role, which has been shown by Gundlach [3]. The basic idea 
of the present paper is to consider a "shifted" modular form f(az) for a 
totally positive. Namely, if a will be taken suitably, then f(az) will still 
have zeros of large order at cusps and it will not vanish identically on D. 
f(az) is generally a modular form for a congruence subgroup, not for I' x, 
and so we must construct desired modular forms from those of congruence 
subgroups. Combining this method with our previous method, we can 
find a modular form g satisfying both (i) and (ii) in the case of dim K> 3 
with finite exceptions, where the proof is served by some refinement [9] 
of [3]. 

The author completed the present work while staying at Gottingen. 
He wishes to express his heartfelt gratitude to the Sonderforschungsbereich 
170 "Geometrie und Analysis" and especially to Professor U. Christian 
for hospitality and support during the author's visit. 

§ 1. Preliminaries 

Let K be a totally real algebraic number field of degree n >I. SLz(K) 
acts on the product Hn of n copies of the upper half plane H = 
{z1 e CI Im z1>0} by the usual modular substitution 

for M = (~ ~) e SLz(K), where a<1i, . · ·, acnJ denote the conjugates of 

a EK. Let Ox be the maximal order of K. We put I' x=SLz(Ox), which 
is called the Hilbert modular group associated with Kand which acts pro
perly discontinuously on Hn. Let K =KU { oo }. We define an equivalence 
relation in .K in terms of I' x; Ai, 22 e .K are equivalent if 21 = M 22 = 

(a.?.2 + p)/(r22 +0) for some M = (~ ~) e I' x where t:,,/0= oo for r,, e K, =t=O, 

and t:,,/oo =0, oo +(= oo for any r,, EK. Let a=(p, a), p, a e K, be a non
zero fractional ideal. We associate with a, an element 2 of K given by 
2 = pf a. Then if we denote by C (K) the (fractional) ideal class group of 
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K, then we have a well-defined bijective map of C(K) onto K/I' x by send
ing a to A (see for instance, Siegel [6, Chap. III, Sect. 2]). K/I' x can be 
regarded as the set of inequivalent cusps of I' x, and so I' x has h inequiv
alent cusps where h denotes the class number of K. 

Let a=(p, a) be a non-zero fractional ideal, and let A=p/a. We can 
take the generators!;, r; of an ideal a- 1 for which pr;-a!;= I. Let us put 

( 1 ) M, = (~ ~) E SL 2(K). 

The modular substitution corresponding to M, maps a cusp J. to oo, and 

M-; 1I' KM). equals { (~ ~) E SLz(K) I a, 0 E Ox, r E a2, /3 E a- 2}. 

Let us fix a subgroup I' in SLz(K) commensurable with I' x· Let J 
be the automorphy factor for I' which is of the form 

where k 1, • • ·, kn e Q, and v is the multiplier whose value for ME I' is a 
root of unity. vis, of course, depending on the choice of the branches of 
(r<ilzi+o(iJt, if ki e Q-Z (i= 1, ... , n). A holomorphic function f on 
Hn is called a (Hilbert) modular form for I' associated with J if it satisfies 

f(Mz)=J(M, z)f(z) for any Me I'. 

f is said to be of vector weight (k 1, • • ·, kn), and conversely (k1, • • ·, kn) is 
called the weight vector off If all the k/s are equal to k, then f is said 
to be of scalar weight k, and in notation k=weight (f). A map /3--+ 

v(6 1) gives a finite character of an additive group {f3 E K 1 (6 1) E r}, 
and moreover it is true also for the unipotent subgroup of the stabilizer 
subgroup in I' at every cusp J. e K (for the references, see [8, p. 665]). So 
a modular formf for I' has a Fourier expansion centered at J.. Let J.= 
p/a, a=(p, a), M). be as above, and let 

( 3) 

Then 

(ls;i<n). 

n 
/;.(w)= n (-a(i)zi+p<i)t'f(z) 

i=l 

is a modular form in w for M-;1I' M)., and it has a Fourier expansion 

(4) f;.(w)= I: c. exp (2ir,;=1 tr (vw)) 
V 
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where tr (vw)=1/1>w1+. ·. +vcn>wn, and v runs over the set composed ofO 
and totally positive numbers contained in some lattice in K. Ji is defined 
independently of p, a e Kwith l=p/a, up to a constant multiple. Now 
we define the vanishing order ord 1 (/) off at }. to be the minimum of the 
set of non-negative rational numbers 

{tr (v,) I totally positive , e a-2, v with c. =;t=O}. 

It is easy to see that the above definition is independent of p, a e K for 
which A= p/a, and further that it is independent of the choice of }. in one 
equivalence class of cusps of I'. 

Remark. We give a comment about the vanishing order. For 
simplicity we suppose that a multiplier vis trivial and k 1 =. · · =kn e 2Z 
in (2). Let U be a neighborhood at a cusp }. in the analytic space given 
by compactifying Hn/I'. If U is small enough, thenfi(w) can be regarded 
as a function on U. Let cp: 0-u be a desinguralization, and {Ei}, the 
exceptional divisors. Then ord, (/) has a geometric meaning, namely, it 
equals the minimum of the vanishing orders of cp* f at the E/s, provided 
that I'=I' x· But this is not necessarily true for general I'. To make 
general definition, the "width" of cusps of I' must be taken into account. 
However as far as we focus only on modular forms for I' x, the above 
definition works well. 

Let f, g be modular forms for I'. The inequalities ord, (Jg)> ord,(f) 
+ord, (g), ord, (f +g) > min {ord, (/), ord,(g)} holds 2>. In the Fourier 
expansion (4), we call v minimal if c,::;l=O and if v cannot be written as v= 
i/ +v" with c., ::;z'=O, c,,,::;z'=O. We write 

g~f 

if at every cusp the following holds; for any minimal v in the Fourier 
expansion off, there is a minimal v' in that of g for which v'Ct><vCt> 
(i = 1, . · · , n ). In such a case ord, (f h) > ord, (gh) holds for any modular 
form h8>. Finally in this section we define the vanishing order ord (f) of 
fat cusps by 

ord (/)=min {ord1 (/)} 
,ek 

where }. may actually run over a finite set of representatives of cusps with 
respect to the equivalence under I'. 

2> Although a resulting inequality is true, there is inaccuracy at the last equality 
in the sequence of inequalities in [8, p668, line 1-2]. 

3> This gives a correct proof of the above. 
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§ 2. Resume of [8] 

We put 

Wi=(- I)idz1J\ • • · ;\dzi;\ •' ';\dzn E Q7k-;,,1 

and 

Then 

M-w= fr (rct)zt+o<tl)-2<,.-tiw 
i=l 

for M = (~ 1) e SLlK). 
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If f is a Hilbert modular form for I' x of scalar weight 2r(n ~ 1 ), then Jw0 ' 

is I'-invariant, and it may be regarded as a multi-tensor of differential 
forms on the smooth locus X~ of Xx· It is extendable over all elliptic 
:fixed points except for the cases listed in [8, Lemma 3], and it is always so 
in particular for n>6. It is extendable to a projective non-singular model 
of Xx, then its restriction to D gives a multi-tensor of canonical differential 
forms on D. The restriction is not zero unlessfvanishes at D. 

Proposition 1. Let n > 6. Let D be a sub variety in Xx of codimension 
one. If there is a modular form f for I' x of scalar weight satisfying that 
(i) f In$. 0 and that (ii) ord (!)/weight(/)> n/2(n -1 ), then D is of general 
type. 

Proof The proposition was essentially proved in [8, Sect. 6]. Here 
we give only a sketch. We may assume that weight (f)=2r(n- I), re Z, 
replacing! by its power if necessary. Let g1, • • ·, gt be modular forms 
for I' x of weight 2r' (n - I), r' e Z, by which Xx is embedded into a pro
jective space. If me Z is large enough, then ord (fmgj)/weight (fmg 1), 

I<j< t, are at least n/2(n-I), and hen:e fmg 1w0 <mr+r'l, I<j<t, are 
extendable to a projective non-singular model of Xx, SincefJn$.O, Dis 
of general type. q.e.d. 

The proof of Theorem is reduced to find the modular form satisfying 
the condition in Proposition I for any fixed D, which in substance, we 
carry out in the present paper. 

§ 3. Vanishing order 

Let µ be a totally positive integer in Ox· Let m be a positive rational 
integer such that 

(5) 
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Let f(z) be a modular form of weight (k,, · · ·, kn) for some subgroup in 
SLlK) commensurable with I' x· Then such isf(µz)=f(µ< 1lz1, • • ·, µ<nlzn). 

Let M=(~ ~)EI' x· Then 

g(z) : = fl (rCilzi +iJCil)-k'f(µMz) 
i=l 

is also such a modular form. We estimate ord (g) in terms of ord (f) and 
min (5). 

Lemma 1. Let the notation be as above. Then ord (g)~m- 1 ord (f). 

Proof Let ). = p/ a be a cusp. Let us put ).' = µM 0) and M;, = 

(-./µ 0 ) (-./µ-' 0 ) (p' *) b · · (I) W h 0 ,.;µ-' MM; 0 -./µ = a' * , Mi emg as m . e ave 

the equalities 2'=M;,(oo)=p'/a' and p'=rxp+f,a, a'=µ-'(rp+oa). f(z) 
has a Fourier expansion centered at).' 

fr ( - a'Cilzi + p'Cil)k'f(z) = I: cv exp (2rr-v=-f tr (vMih)). 
i=l V 

Here ord,, (!)=min {tr(vOI totally positive{; E (p', a')-2, v with cv*O}> 
ord (f). We replace z by µMz in the above identity. Then a simple 
calculation leads to 

fr ( - a<tlzi + pCil)k'g(z) = I: cv exp (2rr-v=-f tr (vµw )), 
i=l V 

w being as in (3). Then ord, (g)=min {tr ([;µv) I totally positive{; E (p, a)-2, 
v with cv::;t=O} = min {tr ([;v) I totally positive {; E µ(p, a)-2, v with cv*O}. 
Since m-'(p', a')=m- 1µ2(µ(rxp+ {?,a), r p+ oa)- 2 -::::; m- 1µ2 (rxp+ {?,a, r p+oa)- 2 

-::::;m-1µ2(p, a)- 2 -::::; µ(p, a)- 2, ord, (g) is at least m- 1 ord;, (f)>m- 1 ord (f). 
q.e.d. 

Let us construct a modular form for I' x fromf; 

(6) 

where r is a positive rational integer, and M = (~ ~) e I' x runs through a 

system of right representatives of I' x mod I' n I' x, I' denoting the sub
group in SLlK) commensurable with I' x for whichf(µz) is modular form. 

Corollary. Let f be a modular form for a subgroup SLlK) commen
surable with I' x, and let µ be a totally positive integer in Ox· Then fµ,r is 
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a modular form for I' x whose weight vector is an r times the weight vector 
off, and ord (/µ,,) is at least m- 1r ord (f) where m is as in (5). 

The common zero of Jµ," r = I, 2, · · · , is equal to the common zero 
of f(µMz)'s, M being as above. In particular J;,,, does not vanish iden
tically for infinitely many r unless/vanishes identically. 

§ 4. Modular groups 

First we introduce several congruence subgroups of I' x· Let b be 
a non-zero integral ideal of Ox· We define subgroups of I' x associated 
with b; 

I'(b) :={MeI'xlM=(6 ~)modo}, 

I'o(b) =={(f 1) e I'xlr=Omod o}, 

I'1(b) :={(f 1) EI' xla:=o:=l mod b, ~ E 02}. 

Let µ be a totally positive integer in Ox· A simple calculation shows that 
M(µz)=µM<µ)z with 

(Jp:- 1 O ) (Jµ 0 ) (a µ- 1
~) 

M<µ)= 0 Jµ M O Jµ- 1 = µr o 

We note that 

and 

(Jµ:-1 o )r1c )(Jµ o ) re ) 0 Jµ µ 0 Jµ- 1 = µ. 

for M =(f 1)-

Let f be a modular form. We denote by I' 1 , the maximal subgroup of 
SLz(K) for which/ is a modular form, namely, 

I' 1 ={M E SLz(K) lf(Mz)/f(z) is holomorphic}. 

(µ:-1 0 ) (~/µ 0 ) Then I' 1<µz)= O Jµ I' 1 o Jp:-1 · 

Lemma 2. Let f(z) be a non-constant modular form for I' x· Thm 
rf(µz) n I' x=I'o(µ)Jor a totally positive integerµ in OK. 
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Proof By the above fact it is enough to show that I' 1 =I' K• where 
I' 1 ::JI' x is our assumption. By Maass [5] it was shown that Hurwitz's 
extension f x of I' x is the unique maximal extension acting properly dis
continuously on Hn except for an extension by a group acting trivially on 
Hn. f x is consisting of matrices 

where a, [3, r, a e K, and w=ao-[3r is totally positive, and a/,/m, [3/,/m, 
r/,/m,o/,/mareintegraloverOK. fxnSLiK) equals I'x, which im
plies I' 1 =I' x· q.e.d. 

Let lJ be a prime ideal of Ox· It is easy to check that the set 
I'o(j:Je)\I' x is naturally isomorphic to 

In particular the index [I' K: (l:Je)] equals Nm (j:Je)(l + Nm (1))-1) where Nm 
denotes the norm of Kover Q. The general case is reduced to the prime 
power case by the Chinese remainder theorem. We have the following: 

Lemma 3. Let 6 be a non-zero integral ideal of Ox· Then the index 
[I' K: I'o(6)] equals Nm (6) n~ (1 + Nm (1J)-1) where +' runs through prime 
ideals dividing 6. 

§ 5. Irreducibility 

We assume n>3 in what follows. Let I' be a subgroup in SLlK) 
commensurable with I' x· Then any holomorphic automorphy factor for 
I' is, up to trivial automorphy factors, of the form (2) (Freitag [2]). If 
there is a non-constant modular form associated with J in (2), then the 
entries of the weight vector are all positive (Freitag [l, Sect. 2]). A mod
ular form/for I' is said to be irreducible in I' if its divisor corresponds to 
an irreducible divisor of the modular variety Hn/r. Then any modular 
form/has a unique irreducible decomposition up to a constant factor; 

f =/{'·. ·f;' 

where}; (I::=;;;i<t) are irreducible in I'. 
Let us suppose that rcr K· Let g be a modular form for r, and 

let div(g) be the divisor of g on Hn. Then div (g) is written as 
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where D 1, • • ·, D 1 are a finite number of irreducible divisors on nn in
equivalent under I' and where M runs over a system of left representatives 
of I' mod the stabilizer subgroup in I' at Dr We note that D/s may be 
equivalent under I' x· Suppose that in the equivalence relation under I' x, 

D/s are divided into several classes {Di, ... , D1J, {D1,+ 1, • • ·, Dh}, 
{D1,+i, • • ·, D1}. We define a new divisor invariant under I' x by 

(7) 

wherej 0 =0,js+ 1 =j, and where Mruns over a system of left representa
tives of I' x mod the stabilizer subgroup in I' x at D 1>+1• We denote by 
N(g) the modular form for I' x whose divisor equals (7). N(g) is divisible 
by gas modular forms for I', and moreover it is minimal in the sense that 
it divides any such modular form for I' x· We do not mind the ambiguity 
in the definition of N(g) up to a constant multiple, which will never cause 
a trouble in the present paper. 

Lemma 4. Let n> 3, and let I' be a normal subgroup of I' x· Let g 
be a modular form for I' of weight (k 1, • • ·, kn) which is irreducible in I'. 
Then N(g) is given as 

( 8) 

where M = (~ ~) runs through a system of right representatives of I' K mod 

I' x n I' 8 • In particular the weight vector of N(g) is a [I' x: I' x n I' g] times 
the weight vector of g. 

Proof Since (8) is a modular form for I' x, it is divisible by N(g). 

We prove the contrary. Since I' is normal in I' x, for each M = (~ ~) e 

I' Kn j (r<0 z,+0< 1>)-k'g(Mz) is a modular form for I' which is also irre
ducible in I', and which divides N(g). If M runs through a system of 
right representatives of I' x mod I' x n I' 8 , then any two of them have no 
common divisor of zero. This shows our assertion. q.e.d. 

Lemma 5. Let n> 3, and let I' be a subgroup of S4.(K) commensu
rable with I' K· Let g be a modular form for I' of weight (k 1, • • • , kn) 
irreducible in I'. Suppose that g is not irreducible in some subgroup in I' of 
finite index. Then for any i within I<i<n and for any positive even r, 
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there is a modular form hfor I' of weight r(k 1, ···,kt_,, kt+2, ki+" · · ·, 
kn) satisfying that (i) g' ={,,h and that (ii) g, h have no common divisors. 

Proof. By assumption, there is a subgroup I'' of I' in which g is not 
irreducible. Replacing I'' by a smaller one if necessary, we may assume 
that I'' is normal in I'. Let g=g,,. ·gi, t?:::_2, be an irreducible decom
position in I''. Let k, l be distinct integers in {l, ... , t}. Because of the 
irreducibility of gin I', gk, gz are transformed into each other for any k, l, 

more precisely, for some M = (~ ~) EI', n i (r<i) Zt +o<il)-« giMz) equals 

gi(z) up to a constant factor, (e1, • • ·, en) being the weight vector of gk. 
Hence, in particular, g/s have the same vector weight, namely, (l/t) (k 1, 

... , kn). The irreducibility of g in I' implies also that the multiplicity of 
each factor is one namely, any two of the g/s have no common divisors. 

(9) 

is modular form for I'' of weight (2k 1/t, · · ·, 2kt_ 1/t, 2+2ktft, 2kt+ift, 
, · ·, 2kn/t). By a matrix Min I', (9) is transformed into a similar one. So 

(10) 

is a modular form for I' of weight r(k 1, • • ·, kt-i, kt+2, kt+i, ···,kn). A 
function (9) is >= gkgz (see [8, Proof of Proposition 3]), and so each term 
of (10) is >= g'. This implies that (i) g' ={,, h. Finally we show that h is 
not divisible by g, which implies (ii). If otherwise, h is divisible by g1 in 
I''. (a/azi)g 1 does not vanish identically on any component of div (g1) on 
Hn by [8, Lemma 5] where the proof is given only for I' x, but it is easy 
to observe validity in general. Expanding (10), we get only one term 
((a/azJg,y CT 1*1 g'j that does not contain g 1• This implies that h is not 
divisible by g" a contradiction. q.e.d. 

Corollary. Let g be as in Lemma 5. Then there is a modular form 
hfor I' such that (i) the weight vector is 2r(l, · · ·, l)+nr(k 1, ···,kn), r 
being any positive integer, and that (ii) gnr={,,h, and that (iii) g, h have no 
common divisors. 

Proof. We take a product for}= 1, ... , n of modular forms given 
in the lemma. q.e.d. 

§ 6. Key proposition 

There is a positive rational number k0 depending only on K for which 
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I; k,/ k0 is integral if (ki, · · ·, k,,.) is the weight vector of any automorphy 
factor for I' x· Gundlach [3] (see also [8, p. 666]) shows that k0> 1/2 if n 
is even. By [9] it was shown that k 0> 1/2 for any n> 1, and that k 0>2 
particularly if the ideal in Ox generated by 2 is unramified at any prime 
ideal of degree one. We note that if f is a non-constant modular form 
for I' x of scalar weight, then n weight (f)> k0• 

Now we state the key proposition of the paper, which gives a refine
ment of [8, Proposition 3]. 

Proposition 2. Let n> 3. Let l be a non-negative real number for 
which there is a non-constant modular form f for I' x of scalar weight such 
that ord (!)/weight(!)> l. Let D be any effective divisor on H"' invariant 
under I' x which corresponds to an irreducible divisor of the modular variety 
H"' / I' x· Then there exists a modular form g for I' x of scalar weight such 
that (i) gJD$0, and that (ii) ord(g)/weight(g)>min{l/(2+ l/2"'- 2k0), 

max {31/4(1 + l/k 0), 1/{l +2/k 0)}}, which is at least 1/4 and which is at least 
l/(2+2-n+ 1) particularly if the ideal in Ox generated by 2 is unramified at 
any prime ideal of degree one. 

Let F denote the modular form for I' x defining D, which is obviously 
irreducible in I' x· Let (k1, • • • , k,,.) be the weight vector of F. If Fis not 
a factor off, then there is nothing to prove. So we assume that F is a 
factor off in what follows. 

Suppose that F(2z) does not divide f(z) (in I'{2)), or equivalently that 
F(z) does not divide f(½z) (in I'{2)). Then F(z) does not divide f(2z) since 
f(2z) (resp. F(z)) is equal to ll (2z,)-w•IghtUlf(½(-z- 1)) (resp. ll (z,)-k'X 
F{-z- 1))) up to a constant multiple and since F(-z- 1) does not divide 
f(½(-z- 1)). Then by the comment below Corollary to Lemma 1, F(z) is 
not a factor of fz,r in (6) for some positive integer r. Since 

ord {fz,r)/weight {fz,r)> ~ (ord (/)/weight (f))> ~ 

by Corollary to Lemma 1, our assertion follows. So the problem is re
duced to the case that 

(i) Fis a factor off, and 
(ii) F(2z) is a factor of f(z), or equivalently N(F(2z)) divides/, 

N being as in the preceding section. We consider two cases; 
I: Fis not irreducible in I'1{2), 

II: F remains irreducible in I' 1{2). 
The proof in the case I is given in the next section, and the case II, 

in the section after next. 
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§ 7. Proof in case I 

Letf =F8G be the decomposition in I' x where G is not divisible by F. 
At first we assume that I: ki > 2k0 for the weight ve:::tor (k 1, • • • , kn) of F. 
Obviously n weight (f)> s I: ki? 2sk0• By Corollary to Lemma 5 there 
is a modular form h for I' x such that (i) the weight vector is 4 (1, . · . , I) 
+ 2n(k 1, • • ·, kn), and (ii) F 2n ~ h, and that (iii) h ID$ 0. Then we take as 
g, h' G2n which is a modular form for I' x of scalar weight 4s + 2n weight (f), 
and which does not vanish identically on D. ord (g )/weight (g) > 
2n ord (f)/(4s+2n weight (f))>l/(1 +2s/n weight (f))> 1(1 + I/k 0). So in 
this case our assertion follows, because 1/(1 + I/k 0)>max {31/4 (1 + 1/k0), 

1/(1 + 2/k0)}. 

Lemma 6. Let F be a non-constant modular form for I' x of weight 
(k 1, • • • , kn) irreducible in I' x, and let µ be a totally positive integer in Ox 
other than units. Then N(F(µz)) has as a factor, at least one modular form 
for I' x different from F(z). If ."L:kt=k 0, then it is not irreducible in I'(µ). 

We note that in the above lemma Fis not assumed to be irreducible 
in a subgroup of I' x· 

Proof Let F(µz)=Fi(z)·. ·Fi(z) be an irreducible decomposition in 
I'(µ). By the irreducibility of F(z) in I' x, any two of the F/z)'s have no 
common divisor. If N(F(µz)) has only F(z) as a factor, then F(z) is 
divisible by each of the F/z), and hence by F(µz). So I' F<•l is properly 
larger than I' x, which contradicts to Maass [5] (see the proof of Lemma 
2). This shows our first assertion. Now suppose that I: ki =k 0• If t> 2, 
then any of Fi, ... , Fi is not a modular form for I' x by the definition of 
k 0• The irreducible factor of N(F(µz)) equals one of N(Fi), up to a con
stant multiple, which is not irreducible in I'(µ). If t = I, i.e., F(µz) is 
irreducible in I'(µ), then Lemma 4 together with Lemma 2 shows that 
N(F(µz)) is not irreducible in I'(µ). 

We continue to prove Proposition 2. We assume that k0 = I: ki. 
Let f =F8F 1s'G be a decomposition in I' x, where F' is an irreducible 
factor of N(F(2z)) in I' x different from F, and G is divisible by neither F 
nor F'. Let (kf, · · ·, k~) be the weight vector of F', and let k' = ."L;;ki> k 0• 

Then obviously n weight (f)>sk 0 +sk'>(s+s')k 0• Suppose that s'(k' +4) 
> s(2- k 0). Let h be as in the beginning of this section. We take as g, 
h'(F' s'Gyn which is a modular form for I' x of scalar weight 4s+2n 
weight (f) with order at least 2n ord (f) and which does not vanish iden
tically on D. Then ord(g)/weight(g)>2n ord(f)/(4s+2nweight(f))> 
1/(1 +2s/n weight (f))> max {31/4(1 + I/k 0), 1/(I +2/k 0)}. Then our asser
tion follows. Now let us suppose that s'(k' +4):=:::;:s(2-k0), which implies 
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k 0 <2. By Lemma 6, F' is not irreducible in I'(2). Then by Corollary to 
Lemma 5, there is a modular form h' for I' K such that (i) the weight 
vector is 4(1, ... , 1) + 2n(k~, . , . , k~) and that (ii) F' 2n ~ h', and that (iii) 
h', F' have non common divisor. Let g' =h 18 ' (F'G) 2n, which is a modular 
form for I' K of scalar weight 4s' + 2n weight (/). ord (g') is at least 
2n ord (f). g' is not divisible by F(2z), because if otherwise, g' is divisible 
by F' just as f, which is not the case. Then g'(2z) is not divisible by F(z) 
(see the argument in the preceding section). We take as g, (g') 2,r in (6) 
where r is taken so that (g') 2 ,r is not divisible by F(z). Then by Corollary 
to Lemma I, ord (g )/weight (g )~ ½( ord (g')/weight (g')) > l/(2 + 4s' /n weight 
(f)) ~ l/(2 +(-2k 0 + 4)/(k' + 2k0)) > 3//4(1 + 1/k0) = max {3//4(1 + l/k 0), 

l/(l +2/k 0)}, since k 0 <2. We are done. 

§ 8. Proof in case II 

By assumption F(2z) is irreducible in 

I'(2) = (-12 -1 0 ) I'1(2)(-12 0 ) 
0 J2 0 ,12-1 ' 

and by Lemma 2 I'F<2z) n I' K=I'o(2). By Lemma 4, F'(z):=N(F(2z)) is 
irreducible in I' K and its weight vector is [I' K: I'o(2)] (k1, · · ·, kn). Let 
f =F'F 18 'G be a decomposition in I' K> where G is divisible neither F nor 
F'. We give a similar proof as in the last part of the preceding section. By 
Corollary to Lemma 5, there is a modular form h' for I' K such that (i) 
the weight vector is 4(1, · · ·, I)+ 2n[I' K: I'o(2)](k1, · · ·, kn) and that (ii) 
F 12n~h', and that (iii) h' is not divisible by F'. Let g' =h'•'(F8G)2n, which 
is a modular form for I' K of scalar weight 4s' + 2n weight (f) and with 
order > 2n ord (f). g'(z) is not divisible by F(2z), in other words, g'(2z) 
is not divisible by F(z). Then we take as g, (g') 2,r in (6) which is not 
divisible by F(z). Then by Corollary to Lemma 1, ord (g)/weight (g)~ 
½(ord (g')/weight (g')) > l/(2 + 4s'/(s + s'[I'.: I'o(2)] I: kt))> l/(2 + 4/[I' K: 
I'o(2)]k0)>l/(2+ l/2n- 2k0) since [I' K: I'o(2)]>2n by Lemma 3. We have 
proved Proposition 2. 

§ 9. Proof of Theorem 

Let us recall the asymptotic dimension of the space of modular forms 
for I' K of scalar weight k e 2Z with a trivial multiplier and with ord (f)/k 
> l ([8], see also [7]). It is 

{2-2n+11!"-2nd1£2(K(2)-2n-1[nn-nd1t2JzR}kn + O(kn-1) 

where dK, h, R denote the discriminant, the class n-1mber, the re5ulator of 
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K respectively. In particular, if 

then there are such modular forms for sufficiently large even k. 

Theorem 1. Let n>6. If 

(11) 

then (-A) holds. If the ideal in OK generated by 2 is unramified at any 
prime ideal of degree one and if 

(12) 

then (--A) holds. 

Proof By Proposition 2, for any subvariety D in X K of codimension 
one, there is a modular form g of scalar weight such that (i) g \v $ 0, and 
that (ii) ord (g)/weight(g) > {2-srr- 2n(4dK(K(2)/hR) 11"}/4 which is larger 
than n/2(n-1) by the condition (11). By Proposition 1, ("'A) holds. Also 
to the second assertion, the similar argument is applicable. q.e.d. 

dK(K(2)/hR is at least 2"- 2rr" (cf. Lang [4, p. 261]). Hence (11) holds 
for n>26, and (12) holds for n> 14. This proves our theorem. 
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